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Abstract: Wood-Plastic Composites are becoming popular fast, but in this way Incompatibility of the
polar natural Fibers and non-polar thermoplastics is the main obstacle for making these composites
perfect and leads to weak bands between them.[7] Generally for improving compatibility between the
wood and thermoplastics we trying to lower the hydrophilic and polarity of the fibers with reducing
access to hydroxide (OH) groups as a primary cause of hydrophilic and polarity in lignocelluloses
materials. In this research cotton flour is treated by 140, 160 and 180 degrees of siliceous hot steam
in 6 and 12 minutes exposure, in order to improve compatibility with thermoplastic. Then they
blended with Polypropylene in extruder.[14] In this research effect of steaming treatment temperature
and coupling agent on physical and mechanical properties of WPC’s made of cotton flour and
polypropylene investigated. For this reason, physical and mechanical properties evaluated. Effect of
treatment on cotton flour by hot steam in mechanical properties, water absorption and swelling was
investigated. Results revealed that the higher the temperature of hot steam the more elimination of
hydroxide groups of hemicelluloses and caused better mechanical properties, lower water absorption
and swelling percent.
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INTRODUCTION

Considering the pressing need of society to use fine materials with better quality and performance, cheaper
and being easy to build, usage of composite materials in various shapes and applications including construction,
doors and windows, flooring, industrial profiles, Automobile body and interior, boards and etc. is expanding
daily. As implies in its name, composites are composition of several materials. Physical composition of two
or more materials not only leads to lighter and stronger composites rather than traditional materials like metals,
ceramics, woods and ordinary polymers, but also make it possible to create specific properties for special
application. By physical composition each constitutive part keeps its natural and chemical properties, although
for some advanced composites slight corrections are mandatory. Godvarti, (2005).

Usage of lignocelluloses like wood fibers, wood flour and agricultural wastes as filler or fortification in
wood plastic composites expanded in recent years. (Liu et al., 1994; Pendelton et al., 2002).

Main problem with making these composites is that natural fibers has polarity and thermoplastics are non
polar which leads to weak bands between filler and matrix. This reaction and adherence has meaningful effect
on physical and mechanical behavior of these composites. Incompatibility and lack of interaction between
lignocelluloses and thermoplastics make weak flow of stress between fibers and the matrix and leads to low
mechanical properties also a way for water absorption  and infection by biological factors Liu et al., (1994).

Various treatments are available to improve interaction between natural fibers and thermoplastics and as
a result better adherence between matrix and fibers and good properties. The most important way for improving
this interaction is using coupling agent. Using coupling agent leads to better mechanical properties in
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composites. The main reason for this improvement is still unknown, but result of using coupling agent is less
polarity and making the surface of fibers hydrophobic which leads to better compatibility with polymer matrix,
improving adherence between fibers and thermoplastic, improving transmittance and orientation of fibers and
reducing water absorption. (Kazayawoko et al., 1999).

Hydrothermal treatment is one of thermal corrections which use the water for heat transfer. Applied heat
causes the chemical changes on cell walls of ingredients. This act affects mechanical and physical properties
of wood. (Rowell et al., 2005) During this process chemical structure of fibers changes and water absorption
reduced proportional to rate of this thermal treatment. Thermal treatments use no chemicals so is environment
friendly process. With these reasons thermal treatments are on special attention of many researchers for
improving wood composite materials (Kazemi Najafi et al., 2008; Kaboorani et al., 2008; Liu et al., 1994)
thermal treatment lowers the water absorption by crystallization of cellulose and also extracting the
hemicelluloses from wood. (Wallenberger and Weston, 2004; Yildiz and Gumuskaya, 2007).

In the methods of improving compatibility between natural fibers and thermoplastics, reducing fiber’s
hydrophilic and polarity with lowering access to hydroxide groups (OH) as main cause of hydrophilic and
polarity in lignocelluloses materials is the goal. All wood polymers (cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin) are
polar and hydrophilic but among them hemicelluloses is the most polar and lignin has lowest polarity. (Rowell
et al., 2005)

Experimental:
Materials:

In this research polypropylene with 8 gr/10min melt flow index (MFI) as base phase and grafted propylene
with malic android (MAPP) as one of common compatibilizer with 64 gr/10min MFI 3% concentration was
used, also stem cotton flour as lignocelluloses material was used.

Sample Preparation:
After four month from cotton stem removal, the stems conversed to chips with the aim of chipper, and

then chips turned to flour by hammer mill, flours between 80 and 120 meshes used as raw material. Cotton
flour packed in 500 gr. Sacks in order to being ready for steam treatment. 

Steam treatment done with three temperatures 140,160 and 180 degrees and two different time durations:
6 and 12 minutes. After steaming, flours dried in room air for 48 hours. 500 gr. Cotton flour, 235 gr. Polymer
and 15 gr. Coupling agent were blended by COLLINE EXTRUDER for each batch. After cooling and
hardening in order to produce granules suitable for injection devices, semi industrial crusher was used. (All
devices are available in petroleum and polymer institute). Mechanical test samples were produced by injection
molding. Injection cylinder temperature was set to 175 ºC, injection pressure 50 bars and injection duration
less than 20 sec. for each batches standard samples for tension, bending and impact tests was made.

Table 1.  Composition of the Studied Formulations
Treatment code Treatment time [minute] Treatment temputer [C] MAPP(%) polypropylen (%) filler (%)
UT1 - - 3 47 50
UT2 - - - 50 50
A11 6 140 3 47 50
A12 6 140 - 50 50
A21 12 140 3 47 50
A22 12 140 - 50 50
B11 6 160 3 47 50
B12 6 160 - 50 50
B21 12 160 3 47 50
B22 12 160 - 50 50
C11 6 180 3 47 50
C12 6 180 - 50 50
C21 12 180 3 47 50
C22 12 180 - 50 50

Measure ments:
Water absorption and swelling were measured according to ASTM D7031-04 standard.

Bending test was applied according to ASTM D790 standard. Tensile strength test was done according to
ASTM D638 standard. Impact strength was applied according to ASTM D256 standard.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Physical Properties:
Water Absorption:

According to applications of wood plastic composite (WPC) which are commonly exposed to climate
factors and direct contact with water, study of water absorption by this materials seems to be mandatory.
Regarding this fact that lignocelluloses are mainly hydrophilic, water absorption can be a limitation to final
applications of WPCs. Suitable mixture of lignocelluloses and a hydrophobia material and enough adherence
between them results in lower water absorption in joint phase of this composites. (Tjeerdsma and Militz, 2005)

When WPC exposes to humidity, natural fibers swells and crack appears in WPC which facilitate water
absorption into the WPC. Exposure of WPC to humidity leads to lower bending module and strength which
is because of lower joint surface quality between wood and plastic.

Fig. 1: Water absorption percentage in various treatments after 720 hours floating in water

Lower hydroxide groups (OH) and hydrophilic after thermal steaming treatments is approved Rowell and
LeVan-Green, (2005). Destruction of hydroxide groups in hemicelluloses leads to lower hydrophilic and
polarity, low polarity of wood flour cause better compatibility with non polar polymers like Polypropylene.
As the temperature raised more hydroxide groups eliminated and as a result, in 180 degrees steam treatment,
lowest water absorption observed.

Joseph et al (2002) explain the effect of MAPP on water absorption by making chemical link with fibers,
improving adherence between matrix and fibers and as a result, lower separation between fibers and matrix
in joint zone during water absorption Joseph et al., (2007). Dispersion of fibers in matrix also has an important
effect on water absorption. Suitable dispersion avoids forming fiber colonies which have high water absorption
capacity Steckel et al., (2007) Coupling agents by improving this dispersion help to lowering water absorption
in WPC.

Swelling:
Water absorption and humidity leads to swelling in WPCs. This undesirable property leads to limitation

of use under humid environments. 
Main effect of thermal steaming treatment on structure of wood is to reducing the hydroxide groups in

lignocelluloses by destructing a portion of hemicelluloses. With this fact that hemicelluloses is the most
unstable and active part of wood structure, destroys rapidly by heating which cause lower hydrophobic
Tjeerdsma, Militz, (2005). Low water absorption means less swelling thickness, as figures 3 show, the lowest
swelling is for 180 degrees treated sample and highest swelling is for sample without coupling agent.

Mechanical Properties:
Bending Strength and Module:

According to below diagrams coupling agent in both treated and untreated samples improves bending
strength and module compared to samples without coupling agent. Coupling agent reduces the surface energy,
improves dispersion, orientation and adherence in joint surfaces by means of improving compatibility between
lignocelluloses and polymer which leads to better stress transfer between fibers and matrix and better
mechanical properties Kazayawoko et al., (1999).
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Fig. 2: Swelling in percentage for various treatments after 720 hours floating in water

Fig. 3: Bending module of composite for various treatments

Fig. 4: Bending strength of composite for various treatments

According to tables above, in 180 Celsius destructed percentage of hemicelluloses which is unstable portion
of wood is more than other temperatures, polarity of wood reduced, tendency to mixing with coupling agent
improved which leads to better bending module of produced composite.

Tensile Strength and Module:
Tensile strength and related modules of WPC samples are shown in below diagrams[1,2] strength of WPC

made of treated fibers (with coupling agent and without coupling agent) are better than control samples.
Among samples without coupling agent, samples treated by 180 Celsius and 12 minutes duration have better
tensile strength.

According to researches by Raj et al (1990) doing this treatment reduces surface energy of cellulose fibers,
better joints between wood and polymer and higher strength.

Study of morphology in WPCs by SEM:
SEM is suitable device for study of joint zones and adherence between fibers and matrix. In fig A which

is for cracked areas of WPC made of untreated fibers without coupling agent (MAPP) withdraw fibers from
matrix is visible.

Weak adherence between matrix and fibers in linked areas causes withdrawal of fibers from matrix during
fracture and so fibers will not cracked.
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In fig B shows that using MAPP for making treated samples improves interaction between fibers and
matrix and adherence. In this fig fewer fibers are seen.

Fig. 5: Tensile strength of WPC in different treatments

Fig. 6: Tensile module of WPC in different treatments

Fig. A: fracture surface of control sample without MAPP 

Fig. B: fracture surface of control sample with MAPP
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Fig C. shows sample made of treated fibers with 180 Celsius and without MAPP, as can be seen
adherence between fibers and matrix is better than control sample, although withdrawn fibers from matrix are
visible but cracks in fibers observed too.

Fig. C: fracture surface of samples made of treated fibers by 180 Celsius, without MAPP

Composition of Treated fibers and MAPP causes stronger effect of MAPP. As seen in fig D fewer fibers
are observed in fracture surface compare to other samples. Stronger adherence between fibers and matrix
prevents withdrawal of fibers during fracture so crack in fibers happens. As regards to decrease of hydroxide
groups after treatment it seems other factors like coarseness of fibers leads to better adherence by MAPP.
Tensional properties of samples with this treatment are better than other samples which a proof for better
adherence in this sample. 

Fig. D: fracture surface of sample made of treated fibers by 180 Celsius with MAPP

Conclusions:
In this research effect of steaming treatment temperature and coupling agent on physical and mechanical

properties of WPC’s made of cotton flour and polypropylene investigated. For this reason, physical and
mechanical properties including: water absorption, swelling, bending strength and module, tensile strength and
module and impact strength evaluated.

As temperature increased, which results in higher pressure in steaming chamber, made the hot steam
penetrate better in wood which leads to more hemicelluloses breakup.

This causes decrease in hydrophilic and polarity, lower polarity equals to better compatibility with non
polar polymers, stronger adherence, so improves mechanical properties, but reduction of polarity mainly affects
water absorption. Other reason for better mechanical properties can be increase of crystallization in wood fibers
during treatment. With higher temperatures beside elimination of hemicelluloses, hydrolyze of some amorphous
areas in cellulose is possible. Destruction and hydrolyze of crystallized cellulose by heating and organic acids
is harder.
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Other reason for better mechanical properties can be more coarseness of fiber surfaces done by addition of
MAPP which causes more mechanical joints.

According to this research addition of MAPP causes improvement in mechanical properties of WPC’s
made of cotton fibers. Coupling agents through increase in compatibility between lignocelluloses and polymer
by reasons like reduce of surface energy, dispersion and orientation of fibers and improvement of adherence
in linked areas causes better strain follow from matrix to fibers and leads to better mechanical properties.

Effects of MAPP on crystallization of fibers or chemical composition between MAPP and hydroxide
groups are other factors for improvement of mechanical properties of WPC.
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